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Samuel Applebaum's Deeply Duet for Drumset is a groundbreaking method
that has revolutionized the world of drumming. By seamlessly blending the
technical precision of classical drumming with the improvisational freedom
of jazz, Applebaum has created a unique approach that allows drummers to
explore their creativity and expand their musical horizons.

Origins and Philosophy

Applebaum's journey towards developing Deeply Duet began with his early
studies in classical drumming. He immersed himself in the intricate rhythms
and patterns of classical music, honing his technique to a remarkably high
level. However, he felt that something was missing. He longed for a more
expressive and improvisational outlet, something that would allow him to
explore his own musical ideas.

Inspired by the freedom and creativity of jazz, Applebaum began
experimenting by incorporating jazz elements into his classical drumming.
He realized that by combining the two genres, he could create a whole new
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realm of possibilities on the drumset. Thus, Deeply Duet was born, a
method that sought to bridge the gap between two seemingly disparate
musical worlds.

Methodology

At the heart of Deeply Duet is the concept of "duality." Applebaum believes
that every drummer possesses two distinct sides: the classical side,
characterized by precision and control, and the jazz side, characterized by
improvisation and expression. The key to mastering Deeply Duet is finding
ways to seamlessly integrate these two sides into a cohesive whole.

Applebaum's method emphasizes the following techniques:

Rudimental mastery: Deeply Duet relies heavily on a solid foundation
in traditional drumming rudiments. Applebaum believes that mastering
these basic patterns is essential for developing both the control and
the dexterity needed to execute complex rhythms and solos.

Polyrhythmic independence: The ability to play different rhythms on
different limbs is a cornerstone of Deeply Duet. Applebaum teaches
students how to develop independence on all four limbs, allowing them
to create complex grooves and patterns that would otherwise be
impossible.

Melodic drumming: Deeply Duet encourages drummers to think
melodically on the drumset. By incorporating melodic lines and
phrases into their playing, drummers can add a new level of musicality
and expression to their solos and grooves.

Improvisation: Improvisation is a key component of Deeply Duet.
Applebaum encourages students to step outside of their comfort zones



and explore new musical ideas. He provides a variety of exercises and
techniques to help drummers develop their improvisational skills.

Impact on the Drumming World

Since its inception, Deeply Duet has had a profound impact on the
drumming world. Applebaum's method has been embraced by drummers of
all levels and genres, from aspiring students to world-renowned
professionals. It has helped countless drummers to expand their musical
abilities, develop their creativity, and find a new level of expression on the
drumset.

Here are a few testimonials from drummers who have studied Deeply Duet:

“ "Deeply Duet has changed the way I approach the drumset. It
has given me a new level of freedom and creativity, and has
helped me to develop a more musical and expressive style."”

“ "Deeply Duet is an invaluable resource for drum teachers. It
provides a comprehensive approach to drumming that covers
everything from basic technique to advanced improvisation."”

“ "I've been studying with Samuel for over a year now, and
Deeply Duet has helped me to become a much more well-



rounded and skilled drummer. I've improved my technique, my
ability to improvise, and my overall musicality."”

Samuel Applebaum's Deeply Duet for Drumset is a revolutionary method
that has redefined the boundaries of drumming. By combining the precision
of classical drumming with the freedom of jazz, Applebaum has created a
unique approach that allows drummers to explore their creativity and reach
new levels of musical expression. Whether you're a beginner just starting
out or a seasoned pro looking to expand your horizons, Deeply Duet is a
method that can help you take your drumming to the next level.
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